We propose a novel type of tunable Yagi-Uda nanoantenna composed of metal-dielectric (AgGe) core-shell nanoparticles. We show that, due to the combination of two types of resonances in each nanoparticle, such hybrid Yagi-Uda nanoantenna can operate in two different regimes. Besides the conventional nonresonant operation regime at low frequencies, characterized by highly directive emission in the forward direction, there is another one at higher frequencies caused by hybrid magneto-electric response of the core-shell nanoparticles. This regime is based on the excitation of the van Hove singularity, and emission in this regime is accompanied by high values of directivity and Purcell factor within the same narrow frequency range. Our analysis reveals the possibility of flexible dynamical tuning of the hybrid nanoantenna emission pattern via electron-hole plasma excitation by 100 femtosecond pump pulse with relatively low peak intensities ∼200 MW/cm 2 .
I. INTRODUCTION
Optical nanoantennas enable enhancement and flexible manipulation of light on a scale much smaller than one free-space wavelength [1] [2] [3] . Due to this property, they offer unique opportunities for applications such as optical communications 4 , photovoltaics 5 , non-classical light emission 6 , subwavelength light confinement and enhancement 7 , sensing 8 , and single-photon sources 9 . A specific type of optical nanoantennas, the Yagi-Uda array, has recently received a widespread attention in the literature 10 . Such nanoantennas consist of several small scatterers that operate similarly to their radio frequency analogues. Yagi-Uda nanoantennas composed of different scatterers, such as core-shell nanoparticles 11 , plasmonic nanoparticles 12 , high-index dielectric nanoparticles 13 were recently studied. Regardless of the scatterer type, such nanoantennas are characterized by a high directivity over a relatively wide frequency range. An explanation for this behaviour, based on the chain eigenmode analysis, was given in Ref. [12] for plasmonic nanoparticles, and it can be also applied to any type of scatterer with a dominant dipole response.
Usually, a Yagi-Uda nanoantenna consists of a reflector and one or several directors. However, as it was pointed out in Ref. [14] , a Yagi-Uda nanoantenna composed of core-shell nanoparticles with both electric dipole (ED) and magnetic dipole (MD) resonant responses at the same frequency does not necessarily need a reflector particle, since backward scattering can be suppressed automatically, due to interference of electric and magnetic harmonics 15 . Despite such special feature, coreshell Yagi-Uda nanoantennas have not been studied in details by now.
In this paper, we theoretically investigate the capabilities of Yagi-Uda nanoantennas composed of Ag-Ge core-shell nanoparticles for tailoring the radiation of Figure 1 . Schematic of the tunable Yagi-Uda nanoantenna -a periodic chain of metal-dielectric core-shell nanoparticles excited by a dipole emitter. The electric dipole emitter is placed in the center of the chain orthogonally to the chain axis. Generation of electron-hole plasma in the particles at the end of the chain shifts their resonances and dramatically modifies the emission pattern of the nanoantenna.
electric dipole emitters. We show that such a hybrid metal-dielectric nanoantenna can operate in two different regimes. In the first regime, the core-shell nanoantenna operates similarly to the well-known plasmonic and dielectric ones, and it is characterized by high directivity and low Purcell factor in a wide spectral range at low frequencies. Due to presence of both ED and MD resonances in a single core-shell nanosphere another operation regime is possible. In this regime, the effective excitation of a special class of dark magnetic dipole modes, associated with Van Hove singularity, in the chain of core-shell particles by an electric dipole source allows one to achieve both high directivity and high Purcell factor in a narrow (about 0.3%) frequency range. We use this operation regime for efficient dynamical tuning of the Yagi-Uda nanoantenna properties via photoexcitation of electron-hole plasma (EHP) in dielectric shells by additional fs-laser signal pulses. Photoinduced gener-ation of the plasma enables dramatic reconfiguration of the nanoantenna radiation pattern giving rise to strongly asymmetric emission directed along the chain (see Fig. 1 ), while maintaining high Purcell factor at the same time.
II. CORE-SHELL NANOPARTICLES AS HIGHLY TUNABLE NONLINEAR COMPONENTS
As an element of the Yagi-Uda nanoantenna, we consider a core-shell nanoparticle with a silver (Ag) core and a germanium (Ge) shell. Bi-material core-shell nanoparticles find a broad range of applications in catalysis, nanoelectronics, and biophotonics 16, 17 . They also offer a flexible platform for manipulation of an electromagnetic radiation 14, 18 . In contrast to single-material solid particles, the spectral position of the ED and MD resonances can be tuned almost independently over a wide range of frequencies by tuning their geometrical parameters, making such particles promising building blocks to realize functional nanophotonic devices.
The linear electromagnetic response of core-shell nanoparticles can be described using the generalized Mie theory for layered spherical particles 19 (analytical expressions for scattering coefficients are given in Appendix A). In certain cases, the response of core-shell particles with a plasmonic core and a high-index dielectric shell can be well approximated as a combination of a plasmonic electric dipole (ED) resonant response and a magnetic dipole (MD) response due to the Mie-type resonance in the dielectric shell. A prominent example of such hybrid nanoparticles was studied in Refs. [14, 18] , where it was shown that for certain parameters the ED and MD resonances can completely overlap (with negligible higher order multipole resonances), giving rise to unidirectional scattering. In this work, we consider core-shell particles with parameters, close to those in Refs. [14 and 18] , and therefore we model them within the framework of the dipole approximation. In order to validate the main results we employ numerical simulations using CST Microwave Studio.
The Ag-Ge particles exhibit resonant dipole responses in the near infrared frequency range 18 . For a radius of the silver core R c = 72 nm and a radius of the dielectric shell R = 225 nm, an overlap of the ED and MD resonances of the Ag-Ge core-shell nanoparticle is achieved. We assume constant permittivity of germanium ε s = 16.8, and for the dispersion of silver core we employ a Drude model ε c (ν) = 1 − ν 2 p /(ν 2 + iγν), with plasma frequency ν p = 2180 THz and collision frequency γ = 4.93 THz. At the frequency range of interest this model matches well the experimental data given in Ref. [20] . The extinction cross sections of such a core-shell nanoparticle and their partial ED and MD contributions when excited by an x-polarized plane wave are shown in Figs. 2(a,b) for R c = 72 nm and R c = 82 nm, respectively. The electric field distribution at the resonance frequency in Fig. 2(a) ν, THz Beside the static "geometrical" tuning of core-shell particle properties, they can also be dynamically (and reversibly) tuned via photoexcitation of a dense electronhole plasma in germanium shell. At normal conditions the conduction band of germanium is almost empty, however, optical absorption causes the electrons to fill the conduction band thus altering its permittivity and optical response 21, 22 . Therefore, one may employ the nonlinear response of the Ge shell associated with the EHP excitation for ultrafast tuning of light emission and scattering by the proposed core-shell particles. Recently, the photoexcitation of electron-hole plasma was employed for tuning of silicon nanoantennas in the IR and visible regions [23] [24] [25] [26] . In a recent work 27 this effect was utilized to achieve a beam steering in all-dielectric dimer nanoantennas. Here, we demonstrate that the same mecha- nism allows dramatic tuning of the emission pattern produced by a dipole source coupled with the proposed YagiUda nanoantenna. Ge is a particularly good choice for plasma-induced nonlinear tuning of nanostuctures in the near-IR region, since it demonstrates a strong two-photon absorption (β ≈ 80 cm/GW, Ref. [28] ) in this range, allowing to decrease the required pump intensity for significant detuning.
III. YAGI-UDA CORE-SHELL NANOANTENNAS
It is known that the far fields produced by magnetic and electric dipoles induced by an impinging plane wave destructively interfere in the backward or forward direction if they have the same amplitude and are oscillating in or out of phase, respectively 15 . Since the backscattering is automatically suppressed in the case of particles with overlapping MD and ED resonances, the Yagi-Uda nanoantenna composed of such elements does not require a reflector 14 . Therefore, we place a point electric dipole source (emulating a quantum emitter) oriented orthogonally to the axis of a chain of 8 core-shell nanospheres with R c = 72 nm and period a = 550 nm. Frequency dependent directivity (see the details of calculations) for the considered nanoantenna is shown in Fig. 3(a) . In order to understand the origin of the highly directive emission at low frequencies, following the analysis in Ref. 12 we first calculate the dispersion properties of an infinite chain of core-shell nanospheres (see Appendix C for the details). In Fig. 3(b) we observe that the low frequency chain eigenmode is close to the light line at frequencies 150 THz (far from the particle resonances), which corresponds to the high directivity frequency range in Fig. 3(a) . Besides the low frequency dispersion branch, due to the presence of two types of resonances there is also a second dispersion branch, which crosses the light line at ≈ 163 THz. For the considered parameters, ED and MD amplitudes of the eigenmodes are of the same order of magnitude for both branches and consequently there is a strong MD-ED interaction between neighboring particles. Due to this interaction, the second branch is characterized by a negative group velocity and, at the frequency near 163 THz, which corresponds to the observed peak in directivity, the nanoantenna radiates in the backward direction [see inset in Fig. 3(a) ].
The conventional operation regime of Yagi-Uda nanoantennas at low frequencies is naturally nonresonant. This can be understood from the eigenmode analysis of the considered structure. While the infinite chain supports lossless modes (for lossless material and host medium) below the light line, eigenmodes of a finite chain are always radiative. Eigenfrequencies of the chain of 8 particles with the real part below 150 THz [corresponding to the first dispersion branch in Fig. 3(b) ], have a very large imaginary part (see Supporting Information), and thus the low frequency operation of Yagi-Uda nanoantennas is broadband and nonresonant. Consequently, another important property of these nanoantennas, the Purcell factor (PF), is quite low in this regime 13 . We confirmed this property by calculating the PF within the framework of the dipole approximation (see Appendix B). Results of calculations are shown in Fig. 3(c) : calculated values of PF at low frequencies do not exceed 1. The eigenfrequencies of the finite chain that correspond to the second dispersion branch, which is close to the resonances of the single particle, have small imaginary parts and therefore the PF is larger, but still 10.
In order to increase the PF and, consequently, the antenna efficiency we employ the method of excitation of chain eigenmodes near the Van Hove singularity 29 . This method relies on symmetry matching of the ED source oriented perpendicular to the chain axis and the stag- gered eigenmode of the chain of MDs, i.e., with MD moments in neighboring nanoparticles oscillating out-ofphase. If the source is placed outside the chain, the modes excitation is not very effective, which is the case demonstrated in Fig. 3 for particles with two different radii of the core: in both cases the maximum of directivity and the PF are quite low in the resonant regime. Therefore, we calculated the PF and directivity for two different positions of the source: in the center of the chain, and between the first and the second particles. For the case of R c = 72 nm, the directivity and PF in the narrow frequency range corresponding to the resonant operating regime are shown in Figs. 4(a,b) . Despite the fact that for these source positions the chain eigenmodes are excited more effectively, we observe only a ≈4-fold increase in the PF, while the directivity decreases overall.
There are two reasons for the fact that the Purcell factor in this case is not very large. First, the dispersion of the array of hybrid MD-ED dipoles has an unusual behavior near the edge of the Brillouin zone. In the chain of particles with only one dominant dipole response (ED or MD) the group velocity tends to zero and, consequently, the density of photonic states diverges at the Van Hove singularity near the edge of the Brillouin zone (in the lossless case) 29 . However, when the particles exhibit both MD and ED resonances at the same frequency, there is no gap between the dispersion branches (see Fig. 3(b) and Ref. [30] for the case of the particles with same permittivity and permeability). Since Purcell factors are proportional to the density of photonic states, very large values of PF cannot be achieved in the chain of core-shell nanoparticles with fully spectrally overlapping MD and ED resonances. Second, while there is a symmetry matching between the magnetic field of electric dipole sources placed between the particles and MD moments of the staggered chain eigenmode, the corresponding electric field and ED moments are not symmetrically matched. Since MD and ED moments in this case are of the same order, this also decreases the efficiency of excitation with electric dipole source.
A different situation is observed for core-shell particles with R = 82 nm. In contrast to the case of R = 72 nm, now the second branch is characterized by zero group velocity at the edge of the Brillouin zone, and an infinite local density of optical states [see Fig. 3(b) ]. Moreover, the amplitudes of MD moments are substantially larger than those of ED moments for the second dispersion branch. Therefore, these eigenmodes can be effectively excited with ED sources, which allows achieving both high directivity and high rate of ED source emission in the same frequency range. Note that, since we are interested in the emission of ED sources, the MD resonance frequency should be larger than ED one. This is achieved because the first dispersion branch is characterized qualitatively by the same behavior for different relative position of resonances, and the frequency ranges of high directivity and high Purcell factor do not overlap. The second dispersion branch can instead be engineered in different ways.
For the case of R = 82 nm, shown in Figs. 4(c,d) , we observe that the electric dipole placed in the center of the chain, emits in both backward and forward directions along the chain with high directivity ≈14 (see insets in Fig. 4) , while the PF for this configuration reaches high values up to 250 due to the high density of photonic states at the Van Hove singularity. Selective emission in a certain direction can be achieved by placing the source between the first and second particles. In this cases the PF is almost one order of magnitude lower, but the source emits predominantly in one direction at the operation frequencies (see insets in Fig. 4 ).
IV. TUNING OF THE NANOANTENNA RADIATION PATTERN
Now let us illustrate the capabilities of EHP photoexcitation to tailor the radiation pattern of the core-shell nanoantenna. The model to describe EHP-induced tuning of resonant spherical nanoparticles has been outlined in Refs. 25, 27 . The permittivity of photoexcited Ge as a function of the EHP density ρ eh in the near-IR region is given by the expression where
and
The effective electron and hole masses for germanium are m * e = 0.12m e and m * h = 0.23m e with m e being the electron mass. Carriers collision times at room temperature can be taken as τ e = τ h = 300 fs 22 . The excitation of EHP in semiconductors is generally mediated by one-and two-photon absorption 25 . In our situation, however, the two-photon process dominates, so that the rate equation governing the EHP dynamics may be written as
Here, W 2 is the volume-averaged two-photon absorption rate and Γ is the EHP relaxation rate constant which depends on the EHP density. The absorption rate is written in the usual form
Im χ (3) , where To demonstrate EHP-assisted tailoring of the emission pattern from the Yagi-Uda nanoantenna, we present in Fig. 5 the directivity, Left-to-Right ratio, and the Purcell factor of a point emitter located in the center of the chain as a function of real part of Ge permittivity change δε R . We assume that only the three leftmost particles are photoexcited, while the rest of the particles remains unexcited. The results clearly demonstrate that the radiation properties of the Yagi-Uda nanoantenna can be widely tuned via reasonable (∼ −0.05) modulation of the semiconductor permittivity. Less than 1% decrease of Ge permittivity induces significant changes of the directivity [see Fig. 5(a) ], while retaining high values of Purcell factor [see Fig. 5(c) ]. But more interestingly, such permittivity modulation lifts the mirror symmetry of the antenna leading to large Left-to-Right ratio of nearly 10 [see Fig. 5(b) ], meaning that the emission of the source is radiated mostly from one end of the antenna.
In order to estimate the parameters of a pump pulse required for the given permittivity modulation, we use the rate equation (4) . The value of δε R = −0.05 is attained at the EHP density ρ eh ≈ 2 × 10 18 cm −3 at the emitter wavelength λ = 1.6 µm. At the same time, the increase of imaginary part of Ge permittivity at 1.6 µm given by Eq. (3) is negligible (< 10 −4 ) at this level of EHP density, thus we may safely neglect its effect on the antenna emission. Numerical solution of Eq. (4) indicates that a 100 fs Gaussian pulse with a peak intensity of 200 MW/cm 2 provides enough power to generate 2 × 10 18 cm −3 EHP, Fig. 6 . The resulting intensity of the pump pulse is far below the damage threshold for plasmonic nanostructures. 32, 33 After the pulse action, the Auger relaxation results in relatively slow recombination of the generated EHP with the characteristic time of approximately 40 ms, that should be sufficient for emission of a photon by typical quantum emitters.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have studied the emission properties of a dipole source coupled to a Yagi-Uda nanoantenna composed of core-shell nanoparticles and demonstrated the possibility of dynamical tuning of the emission pattern via electron-hole plasma photoexcitation. The radiation pattern and emission rate of the nanoantenna fed by an electric dipole source strongly depend on the relative position of ED and MD resonance frequencies of a single core-shell particle. For most parameters, the hybrid core-shell nanoantenna operates as a conventional Yagi-Uda antenna without reflector, exhibiting highly directive emission over a wide frequency range. For certain parameters, an almost flat dispersion of the infinite chain of core-shell nanoparticles with an inherent high density of photonic states can be realized. In this regime, high values of Purcell factor and highly directive emission patterns can be achieved simultaneously.
Femtosecond optical pumping of the core-shell nanoparticles with moderate intensities accompanied by electron-hole plasma generation in Ge shells strongly affects the emission patterns of the nanoantenna allowing to direct the emission towards a chosen side of the chain. Our findings illustrate the potential of hybrid metal-dielectric nanoparticles and nanostructures, which can be employed for the development of directive singlephoton emitters capable of ultrafast and reversible reconfiguration.
Appendix A: Theoretical model
To describe the electromagnetic response of an array of core-shell particles under consideration, we use the wellknown coupled-dipole approximation (CDA) where each particle is characterized by electric dipole (ED) response (due to the plasmonic core) and magnetic dipole (MD) response (due to the high index dielectric shell). The analytical dipole model for a one-dimensional array of identical particles is formulated as follows [34] [35] [36] [37] :
where m n and p n are magnetic and electric dipole moments induced in the nth particle (∝ −iωt), α m and α e are the magnetic and electric polarizabilities; electric E (ext) n and magnetic H (ext) n fields at the position of the nth dipole are produced by external source; local electric E (loc) n and magnetic H (loc) n fields are produced by all other dipoles in the chain:
where C nj = A nj I + B nj ( r nj ⊗ r nj ), G nj = −D nj r nj × I, ⊗ is a dyadic product, I is the unit 3 × 3 tensor, r nj is the unit vector in the direction from nth to jth dipole, and
where R nj is the distance between the nth and jth dipoles, ε h is the permittivity of the host medium (in our calculations we take ε h = 1), k h = √ ε h ω/c is the wavenumber in the host medium, ω = 2πν, ν is the frequency, and c is the speed of light. The electric and magnetic polarizabilities are defined as α e = i 3ε h a sc 1
, where the scattering coefficients a 1 , b 1 can be expressed through the parameters of the layered particle 19 :
where
1 (x) are the Ricatti-Bessel functions of the first order, h
1 (x) = j 1 (x)+iy 1 (x), j 1 (x), y 1 (x) are the first-order Hankel function of the first class, first order spherical Bessel function of the first and second class, respectively; n c = ε c /ε h and n s = ε s /ε h are the relative refractive indices of the core and the shell, respectively, ρ c = k h R c and ρ s = k h R c .
Appendix B: Calculation of the main properties of nanoantenna Directivity of a nanoantenna is calculated within the framework of the dipole model as follows 38 :
where Max [p(θ, ϕ)] is the power transmitted in the direction of the main lobe, P rad is the total power radiated by a system into the far zone, i.e., P rad = p(θ, ϕ)dΩ is the integral of the angular distribution p(θ, ϕ) of the radiated power over the spherical surface, where (θ, ϕ) are the angular coordinates of the spherical coordinate system, and dΩ is the element of the solid angle. The Purcell factor P F is calculated with the well-known formula 39 :
where k is the wave number, d is the dipole moment of the emitter, and E s is the scattered electric field at the position of the source.
Appendix C: Calculation of chain eigenmodes
Eigenmodes of the infinite chain of core-shell nanoparticles are calculated from the analytical closed-form dispersion equations that can be obtained by replacing infinite sums in (6) with analytical functions 40 . In Fig. 3 in the main text only real parts of the complex eigenfrequencies are shown. In Fig. 7 we show both real and imaginary parts for the same parameters. The eigenmodes under light line have small non-zero imaginary parts due to losses in silver.
Eigenmodes of the finite chain of N particles can be determined from the matrix equation (5) (2N × 2N in case of fixed trasnverse polarization) with zero righthand side 41 . The complex eigenfrequencies of the chain of 8 core-shell particles with R c = 82 nm, R s = 225 nm placed with period a = 550 nm are shown on the complex plane [Re(ω), Im(ω)] in Fig. 8 . Modes with low real parts of eigenfrequencies, which correspond to the first dispersion branch "1" in Fig. 7 , have large imaginary parts, and, therefore, they are responsible for conventional nonresonant operation regime of the Yagi-Uda nanoantenna.
Eigenfrequencies corresponding to the second dispersion branch "2" in Fig. 7 have smaller imaginary parts, and they are responsible for the resonant operation regime characterized with highly directive emission. CST (Rc=82nm) Figure 9 . Directivity for the chain of 8 core-shell nanoparticles with dipole source located on the axis of the chain at the half period from the center of the leftmost particle. Blue (red) curves correspond to the following parameters: radius of Ag core Rc = 72 nm (Rc = 82 nm), radius of germanium shell Rs = 225 nm and the period of the chain a = 550 nm. Solid curves are obtained within the framework of dipole approximation, dashed curves are obtained via numerical simulation. CST (symm.) Figure 10 . Directivity for the chain of 8 core-shell nanoparticles with dipole source located on the axis of the chain in the center of the chain (black curves) or between the first and the second particles (blue curves). Parameters of the structure: radius of Ag core Rc = 72 nm (Rc = 82 nm), radius of germanium shell Rs = 225 nm and the period of the chain a = 550 nm. Solid curves are obtained within the framework of dipole approximation, dashed curves are obtained via numerical simulation.
